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Chapter 3

Abstract 
A PRoliferation Inducing Ligand (APRIL) is a TNF ligand that, via its receptors TACI and BCMA, 
is involved in both B cell physiology and in several B cell malignancies. To target APRIL-dependent 
stimulation of B cell malignancies, we recently produced and characterized two monoclonal antagonistic 
anti-human APRIL antibodies, called human APRIL.01A (hA.01A) and human APRIL.03A (hA.03A). 
In a first biochemical assay to validate their blocking activity, hA.01A was shown to fully prevent 
APRIL from binding to its receptors, whereas a substantial difference was detected for hA.03A, which 
inhibited APRIL binding to BCMA less efficiently than hA.01A. Epitope mapping subsequently 
revealed that hA.01A and hA.03A bind distinct sites on APRIL, which provided a structural rationale 
for their different blocking activities. Importantly, this differential inhibition profile can be used to 
functionally dissect BCMA and TACI-dependent signals and indicated that B cell survival and IgA 
production are differentially regulated by these receptors.

1. Introduction
APRIL is a member of the TNF ligand family that binds two receptors: B cell maturation antigen 
(BCMA) and transmembrane activator and cyclophilin ligand interactor (TACI). Originally this 
cytokine was characterized for its ability to stimulate in vitro and in vivo cell growth of solid tumor 
cell lines that did not show apparent receptor expression 1. Different studies provided clues that linked 
solid tumors of different origin to APRIL, yet the mechanism by which APRIL would sustain solid 
tumor growth and/or survival is far from resolved 2. Physiologically, APRIL supports key aspects 
of humoral immunity, such as Class Switch Recombination (CSR) and generation and survival of 
Plasma Cells (PCs) 3.
Besides its role in physiology, APRIL was also shown to serve a role in B cell pathology. Different studies 
described APRIL signaling via TACI and/or BCMA to be an important survival factor for a number 
of B cell malignancies, such as Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) 4. APRIL over-expression in 
mice led to a CLL-like phenotype as evidenced by the uncontrolled expansion of CD5 expressing B1 
B cells 5. In CLL patients, APRIL serum levels are prognostic, confirming the relevance of this ligand 
for disease progression 6.
Next to CLL, other malignancies, such as Follicular Lymphoma, diffuse large B cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL) 7, Hodgkin’s lymphomas 8, Multiple Myeloma 9;10, but also autoimmune B cells 11;12 appear 
to derive survival stimuli via APRIL signaling.
APRIL is therefore a potentially important therapeutic target. To block APRIL functions in disease, we 
recently developed two anti-human APRIL antibodies with blocking activities, named hAPRIL.01A 
(hA.01A) and hAPRIL.03A (hA.03A) 13. While hA.01A fully prevented APRIL binding to both 
receptors, the hA.03A inhibition profile on the APRIL-BCMA interaction was remarkably weaker 
than hA.01A 13. Here we show that the two antagonistic antibodies bind two distinct epitopes on the 
APRIL soluble protein, which provides a structural rationale for their differential blocking activities. 
Furthermore, we provide evidence that differential APRIL inhibition can be used to dissect in vitro, 
and potentially in vivo B cell responses, triggered either by TACI or BCMA activation.
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2. Results
2.1 hA.01A and hA.03A differentially block binding of APRIL to BCMA due to distinct epitopes.
ELISA-based biochemical assays showed that our previously characterized APRIL antagonistic antibodies, 
namely hAPRIL.01A (hA.01A) and hAPRIL.03A (hA.03A), presented differences in inhibiting human 
APRIL binding to its receptors TACI and BCMA 13. hA.03A was as effective as hA.01A in inhibiting APRIL 
interaction with TACI while relatively ineffective at preventing APRIL binding to BCMA (Fig. 1A). The same 
finding held true for the human APRIL binding to murine TACI and BCMA-Fc receptors (Suppl. Fig. 1). 
Intriguingly, the two antibodies also behaved differently in a reverse ELISA set-up, in which APRIL 
was captured by BCMA and subsequently detected with the antagonistic antibodies (Fig. 1B). As 
expected hA.01A only detected APRIL bound to BCMA at very high concentrations, which likely 
reflects detection of trimeric APRIL by the BCMA-Fc dimer, leaving the third APRIL free to interact 
(Fig. 1B). However, hA.03A could still efficiently detect APRIL bound to BCMA (Fig. 1B), pointing 
to the possibility that hA.03A detects a distinct epitope on APRIL.  
We therefore set out to determine the APRIL epitopes detected by hA.01A and hA.03A using a 
novel epitope mapping technique, CLIPS (Chemical LInkage of Peptides onto Scaffolds). Based on 
the reported structure for murine APRIL 14, we designed and constructed around 4000 linear and 
conformational human APRIL peptides using cyclization chemistry and coupling to scaffolds 15 
(Suppl. Fig. 2). These three dimensional structurally constrained peptides were designed to closely 
resemble the APRIL structure and subsequently screened for their binding to hA.01A and hA.03A. 
TACI-Fc and Aprily-5, a commercially available non-antagonistic APRIL antibody, were also tested 
in this analysis, in order to define the overlap of the epitopes with the TNF receptor binding domain 
(TACI-Fc) or with a complete non-antagonistic epitope (Aprily-5).
Mapping of the TACI-Fc interacting peptides revealed the highest score for a conformational 
constrained peptide that contains 5 amino acids derived from the loop between the reported b-strands 
C and D 14 (Fig. 1C and Suppl. Fig. 2A). This region was reported to form part of the TACI-interaction 
domain, which confirms the validity of the peptide scaffold approach. Aprily-5 binding mapped to 
a 6 amino acid linear epitope far from the TNF-Receptor binding site (Fig. 1C and Suppl. Fig. 2B), 
explaining the non-antagonistic features of this antibody.  
In accordance with the ability of hA.01A to block APRIL binding to TACI and BCMA, its epitope 
contained 4 amino acid residues (His-172, Thr-173, Val-174 and Thr-175) that overlapped with the 
TACI-Fc epitope (Fig. 1C green and Suppl. Fig. 2C). Another peptide in close proximity to important 
APRIL-receptor docking residues (a loop between b-strands E and F 14), was also found to bind hA.01A 
with high affinity (Fig. 1C, blue and Suppl. Fig. 2C). Although a gap of 19 amino acids (Gln-180 to 
Arg-198) separated the two hA.01A-recognized peptides (Suppl. Fig. 2C), the two epitopes reside 
close together in the structure, creating a larger conformational epitope.
In contrast to hA.01A, screening of hA.03A revealed an eight amino acid peptide (Fig. 1C and Suppl. 
Fig. 2C) that was completely distinct from the region recognized by either hA.01A, TACI-Fc or 
Aprily-5. The region recognized is part of a beta-hairpin located just outside of the TNF-Receptor 
binding domain (the region that is made up of b-strand D and E) 14 (Fig. 1C, red), indicating that 
hA.03A also recognizes a conformational-dependent peptide.
In agreement, only Aprily-5 and anti-FLAG could detect FLAG-APRIL under denaturing conditions 
in a SDS-PAGE western blot (Suppl. Fig. 3A), while hA.01A, hA.03A were only capable of recognizing 
APRIL under native conditions using immuno-precipitation (Suppl. Fig. 3B). 
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The location of the hA.03A epitope confirmed the hypothesis that these antibodies have distinct 
characteristics as a consequence of binding to individual epitopes.  In addition, it also revealed an 
unexpected binding site that is surprisingly distant from the BCMA/TACI interaction domain, but also 
allows the antibody to be antagonistic. We therefore first set out to validate the epitopes. Previously, 
we had generated a series of APRIL mutants that were now very useful tools to determine the validity 
of our epitope predictions. APRIL-HSPGTriple (HSPGT) was constructed to prevent the binding of 
APRIL to heparan sulphate proteoglycans (HSPG). In this mutant, the N-terminal HSPG binding 
site is mutated combined with three point mutations Arg-146, Arg-189 and His-220, which together 
were shown to provide an interaction platform for HSPG binding 16. Interestingly, the mutation in 
Arg-189 is located right in the predicted hA.03A epitope (underlined in Suppl. Fig. 2C), while it 
remained distant from the epitope for hA.01A. In agreement, hA.03A, but not hA.01A, completely 
lost the capacity to bind to the HSPGT mutant. Importantly, this was not due to the mutation of the 
N-terminal HSPG region as an APRIL mutant only containing the three point mutations (Triple) 
showed a similar defect, thereby confirming the predicted epitope (Fig. 1D). 
We also used a series of APRIL variants that were previously generated to exhibit TACI and BCMA 
selectivity (18). The majority of these mutants did not show a reduction in binding to hA.01A, except 
for two variants with mutations at position Asp-132. These APRIL mutants contained an Asp-132-Phe 
or -Tyr mutation in the AA’ loop of the TNF homology domain and bound hA.03A but not hA.01A 
(Fig. 1E). Although residue -132 is not located within the hA.01A epitope it resides in relative close 
proximity, therefore steric hindrance or other unfavorable interactions between Phe-132 or Tyr-132 
with the Fab domain of the antibody is the most likely the reason why binding did not occur (Fig. 2A).
Taken together, the epitope mapping results and biochemical evaluation, discriminated two distinct epitopes, 
one able to block both TACI and BCMA, the other able to block TACI and only partially block BCMA.   

2.2 Structural basis for differential blocking of BCMA and TACI by hA.03A
To understand why hA.03A is capable of blocking the interaction of APRIL with TACI while binding 
to an epitope situated outside of the defined TACI-APRIL interaction site, we carefully evaluated the 
proposed structures of the receptors and APRIL. Structurally, TACI and BCMA have a similar fold, 
but the major difference is the size of the two receptors. Whereas TACI contains two Cysteine Rich 
Domains (CRDs) in its extracellular portion, BCMA has only one 17. The crystal structure of APRIL 
in complex with both receptors revealed that TACI engages high affinity ligand binding solely via 
the CRD2, which is the domain situated proximal to the cell membrane 17. Although TACI-CRD1 
appears dispensable for optimal APRIL binding, the domain does potentially explain the difference 
between hA.03A inhibitions on TACI versus BCMA, as it protrudes further out of the membrane. 
Since BCMA is smaller than TACI, we hypothesised that the hA.03A binding domain, fairly distant 
from the TNF-Receptor homology domain, would be relatively accessible when BCMA is bound. 
Vice versa, the CRD1 on TACI, which extends above the ligand binding region, could obscure the 
binding site for hA.03A (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, a splice variant of TACI exists that produces a shorter 
form of TACI containing only a CRD2 plus a short N-terminal stretch as the extracellular region. 
This “short-TACI” is as effective in binding APRIL and is signaling proficient 17. We therefore used 
short-TACI and a CRD2-only form of TACI to test the role of the CRD1 of TACI in blocking APRIL 
binding by hA.03A (Fig. 2C). Blocking the APRIL interactions to these different forms of TACI-Fc by 
the two antibodies was tested by ELISA (Fig. 2C). This showed that hA.01A was capable of inhibiting 
the interaction of APRIL with all forms of TACI as well as BCMA, which follows from the site of 
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Figure 1. hA.01A and hA.03A differentially block binding of APRIL to 
BCMA due to distinct APRIL epitopes.
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Figure 1. hA.01A and hA.03A differentially block binding of APRIL to BCMA due to distinct epitopes. 
A) Blocking ELISA assay to determine the ability of hA.01A and hA.03A to inhibit APRIL interaction to 
TACI-Fc and BCMA-Fc coated plates. Aprily-5, a non antagonistic anti-APRIL antibody, was used as negative 
control. B) ELISA to determine the ability of hA.01A and hA.03A to detect APRIL bound to TACI-Fc (top) or 
BCMA-Fc (bottom). C) The human APRIL protein sequence was aligned with murine APRIL, for which the 
3-dimensional structure is known (1XU2.pdb). Relevant mapped residues for TACI-Fc, Aprily-5, hA,01A and 
hA,03A were underlined in the structure.  D and E) Binding assay where WT, HSPGT, Triple, D132Y or D132F  
APRIL mutant forms were tested for binding to hA.01A (top) or hA.03A (bottom) coated ELISA plates.
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A.

Figure 2. Structural Basis for differential blocking of BCMA by hA.03A
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Figure 2. Structural basis for differential blocking of APRIL signaling by hA.03A and hA.01A. APRIL 
trimers are depicted in different shades of green, TACI is colored in dark blue (left) and BCMA in light blue 
(right). A FAB antibody fragment representing either hA.01A (top) or hA.03A (bottom) is shown in orange 
(obtained from PDB 1bj1) and manually docked on the predicted antibodies epitopes on APRIL. The figure 
is based on the crystal structures of the APRIL-TACI complex (PDB code 1xu1) and APRIL-BCMA (PDB 
code 1xu2). The CRD1 domain of TACI was constructed by homology modeling using the crystal structure 
CRDs of BCMA and TACI as templates. Modeling of TACI CRD1-CRD2 and super-positioning of the FAB 
fragment was performed using YASARA Structure and the figure was made using Pymol. A) Schematic 
representation of the hA.01A FAB fragment interacting with the hA.01A epitope on APRIL (red). The FAB 
domain of hA.01A overlaps with the space occupied by both receptors therefore preventing ligand binding in 

▶
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both cases. The Tyr-132 is underlined in yellow. Although not linearly overlapping with the hA.01A epitope, 
Tyr-132 is located in close proximity to the FAB domain and can cause the unfavorable interactions shown 
for the D132F APRIL mutant. B) Schematic representation of the hA.03A FAB domain interacting with its 
predicted APRIL epitope. Binding of hA.03A to APRIL complexed with BCMA is not obstructed. Vice versa, 
hA.03A can interfere with the APRIL binding to TACI due to the presence of CRD1. C) Blocking ELISA assays 
showing that hA.03A inhibition of APRIL-TACI interactions are gradually diminished following TACI-Fc 
shortening. Total truncation of the CRD1 on TACI (CRD2 only TACI) renders the hA.03A mediated APRIL 
inhibition (dashed lines) similar to the one hA.03A generates using BCMA-Fc coated plates.

▶

interaction. However, hA.03A failed to fully prevent interaction with BCMA and was increasingly 
ineffective in blocking interactions with truncated TACI. In essence, when we used the CRD2-only 
construct, in which TACI now structurally resembled BCMA in having only a receptor binding CRD, 
the hA.03A inhibition profile was almost identical.  The results therefore fitted our predicted model: 
weak hA.03A inhibition of APRIL binding to BCMA was due to the lack of CRD1 that rendered this 
smaller receptor unable to interfere with the hA.03A epitope on APRIL (Fig.2B). 

2.3  hA.01A and hA.03A differentially block inhibition of APRIL to membrane expressed 
TACI and BCMA.

In order to validate our findings in a cellular setting where receptors are expressed on the cell 
membrane and can physiologically cluster, we made use of the Jurkat cell lines over-expressing either 
the extracellular portion of TACI or BCMA fused to the intracellular death domain of Fas (Fig. 3A). 
This approach, where ligand binding is translated into induction of cell death (Fig. 3B), was previously 
used in our lab to validate BCMA- and TACI-selective mutant forms of APRIL 18. 
We confirmed, also in this setting, the poor ability of hA.03A to inhibit APRIL-mediated cell death via 
BCMA (Fig. 3C). However, as predicted from the ELISA results, hA.03A showed the same inhibition 
capacity as hA.01A on APRIL-induced killing of TACI-Fas expressing Jurkat cells (Fig. 3D). Induction 
of cell death and the observed inhibition was also evident from a morphological point of view. 
Membrane blebbing and nuclear condensation was fully blocked by hA.01A in both cell lines, whereas 
hA.03A only inhibited TACI-induced apoptosis (Fig. 3E). Combined, this confirms that hA.01A is a 
potent blocker of both APRIL-TACI and APRIL-BCMA interactions, while hA.03A is only capable 
of inhibiting APRIL-TACI binding, leaving APRIL interactions with BCMA largely unaffected.

2.4 hA.03A inhibition of APRIL mediated B cell stimulation reveals a BCMA mediated effect.
The APRIL-TACI selective inhibition by hA.03A provided an opportunity to analyze APRIL effects 
mediated through BCMA. Previously, we made use of a BCMA-specific APRIL mutant (APRIL-
Arg206Glu) that had the ability to activate BCMA without affecting TACI 18. In murine B cell in vitro 
assays, even though the BCMA-specific APRIL did not influence cell proliferation as did WT-APRIL, 
it still allowed for evident IgA production. We therefore propose that TACI mediates both proliferation 
and de-novo IgA producing cells while BCMA is involved in sustaining pre-existing IgA producing 
cells18. However, we can not exclude alternative explanations at this point in which BCMA signals to 
enhance IgA production, but not survival and/or proliferation.
In agreement with this proposed TACI-dependent proliferation, both hA.01A and hA.03A prevented 
outgrowth (Fig.4A). Vice-versa, fitting the hypothesis of BCMA being  involved in IgA production 
and/or survival of pre-existing IgA producing cells, we observed that APRIL complexed to hA.03A, 
and not to hA.01A, allowed production of IgA(Fig. 4A and B). 
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membrane expressed TACI and BCMA. 
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Figure 3. hA.01A and hA.03A differentially block inhibition of APRIL to membrane expressed TACI and 
BCMA. A) Schematic representation of the BCMA- or TACI-Fas constructs used in our experiments with 
Jurkat cells. B) APRIL treatment can generate apoptotic cell death measured here as percentage of cells with 
fragmented DNA. The effect was evaluated after 16hr stimulation. C and D) hA.01A and hA.03A inhibition of 
APRIL-mediated cell death in BCMA (C) and TACI-Fas (D) Jurkat cells. Every step point reflects average and 
SD among three replicates. E) 20 x magnified pictures to show membrane blebbing and ongoing apoptosis in 
TACI or BCMA-Fas Jurkat cells treated over-night with APRIL.  
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Figure 4. hA.03A inhibition of APRIL mediated B cell stimulation reveals a 
BCMA specific effect
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Figure 4. hA.03A inhibition of APRIL mediated B cell stimulation reveals a BCMA specific effect. APRIL 
stimulation of B220+ sorted B cells. Numbers of live cells, negative for Propidium Iodide staining, were 
counted after seven days (A). Supernatants, belonging to the same stimulation experiment, were collected 
and screened for IgA content (B). C) Ratio between IgA values and relative live cell counts.

These results indicate that hA.03A is indeed a selective APRIL-TACI inhibitor and provide further 
evidence that APRIL mediates distinct effects on B cells through TACI and BCMA. 

3. Discussion 
The current results show that the two anti-APRIL antagonistic antibodies have different inhibition 
profiles explained by their binding to distinct epitopes on APRIL. The CLIPs technology used to map 
the epitopes was shown to be a valid approach, as both epitopes were also confirmed using APRIL 
mutants (Fig. 1). 
The relative inability of hA.03A to prevent APRIL binding to both BCMA and CRD1-truncated 
TACI, allowed us to provide a structural rationale that explained the differences of the two antibodies 
to prevent signalling through BCMA and TACI. This was also validated from a biological point of 
view where APRIL bound to hA.03A could only mediate BCMA specific effects (Fig. 3 and 4) and 
confirmed that TACI and BCMA mediated distinct in vitro biological outcomes 18.
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Interestingly, hA.03A bound an important APRIL residue in the HSPG domain (Arg-189), which 
we have previously shown to be crucial for cross-linking and full activity of APRIL 16. However, the 
antibody was incapable of blocking the interaction of APRIL with HSPGs as it did not block the 
interaction of APRIL with HSPGs on the cell surface of 293T cells (Suppl. Fig. 4). This is not completely 
unexpected as the major HSPG interaction domain in APRIL is located at the far N-terminus of the 
protein 19. Indeed, the APRIL mutant that only contains mutations in the three additional amino acids 
that have been suggested to contribute to the HSPG binding (Triple mutant) could still effectively 
interact with heparin beads 16. This suggests that these amino acids only have a minor contribution 
to HSPG binding, explaining why hA.03A does not interfere with this binding. These data combined 
indicate that hA.03A can be used as a TACI-selective inhibitor. 
Using the differential characteristics of hA.01A versus hA.03A we show here that TACI stimulation 
of splenic B cells is required for their in vitro expansion. In contrast, it appears that BCMA is not 
enhancing proliferation, but rather stimulates a fraction of, potentially pre-existing, IgA producing cells. 
Intriguingly, we previously showed in an in vivo approach, that both hA.01A and hA.03A could 
completely block the exacerbated antibody response against NP-Ficoll that is typical for the APRIL-TG 
mouse 13;20. With the current knowledge on selectivity of these antibodies, we can conclude that this 
response is likely mediated by TACI, which is in line with the findings on TACI-deficient mice that 
attribute Thymus Independent (TI) immune responses to this receptor 21. On the other hand, BCMA 
is not clearly shown to be involved in eliciting immune responses (although different antigenic stimuli 
might generate different outcomes) but rather mediate survival of terminally differentiated Plasma 
Cells 22;23. In vitro, selective TACI inhibition via hA.03A might still allow for survival of pre-existing 
and non-proliferating antibody producing B cells (possibly Plasma Cells) via BCMA. 
It would be of interest to address whether hA.03A can indeed leave this BCMA-dependent Plasma 
Cell response intact and, at least partially, be selective in vivo. Our unpublished observations show 
that 6 to 8 month old APRIL-TG mice have a two to five-fold increase in long-lived Plasma Cells (data 
not shown), which suggests an APRIL-BCMA-dependent expansion of these cells. We are currently 
analyzing whether this response can be differentially affected  by hA.01A and hA.03A antagonism. 
In B cell malignancies or in autoimmunity, the role of BCMA is less well-defined. hA.03A might be 
useful to treat malignancies where APRIL-TACI mediated survival signalling is prominent, without the 
concurrent activation of BCMA. Whether in such cases TACI-dependent survival signals are unique 
and can be blocked by hA.03A or whether a compensatory response through BCMA is then elicited, 
needs to be studied. Nevertheless, a setting in which inhibition of APRIL by hA.03A is sufficient to 
delete survival signals on the malignant B cells, but at the same time allow survival of normal long-
lived Plasma Cells is an interesting possibility that requires further evaluation. 

4. Material and methods
4.1 Epitope mapping
The synthetic linear and CLIPS (Chemical LInkage of Peptides onto Scaffolds) peptides were synthesized 
and screened using credit-card format mini PEPSCAN cards as previously described 24;25. Briefly, the 
binding of antibodies to each peptide was tested in a PEPSCAN-based ELISA. The 455-well credit-
card format polypropylene cards containing the covalently linked peptides, were incubated with 
1 ug/ml antibody diluted in a PBS solution containing 5% horse serum (vol/vol) and 5% ovalbumin 
(weight/vol) and 1% Tween 80 (4°C, overnight). After washing, the peptides were incubated with 
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anti-IgG-HRP at a dilution of 1/1000 (Southern Biotech) for 1 hour at 25°C, and developed with ABTS. 
The OD was measured after 1 hour and quantified with a CCD-camera and image processing system. 

4.2 B cell assay
B cells were purified from murine splenocytes using magnetic activated cell separation (MACS) with 
CD45R/B220 MACS beads (Miltenyi Biotec, Utrecht, The Netherlands).  Purified B cells were then 
seeded in 96-well round-bottomed microtiter plates at a density of 2x105 cells/well, and incubated with 
diluted conditioned media containing the APRIL variants or APRIL-WT complexed to hA.01A or 
hA.03A. After 7 days of incubation, viability was assessed using PI exclusion and supernatants were 
assayed for IgA by ELISA. Coated 96-well plates (2 µg/ml anti-mouse Ig, Southern Biotech) were 
blocked with PBS, 5% BSA and, following washes with PBS, 0.05% Tween-20, incubated at 37 °C for 
1 h with the collected supernatants. Bound IgA were detected with HRP-labelled anti-mouse-IgA 
(Southern Biotech) and ABTS (Sigma-Aldrich).

4.3 ELISA assays
To test purified hA.01A and hA.03A, a blocking ELISA was used. For comparison, Aprily-5, a 
commercially available anti-human APRIL non-antagonistic antibody, was also used. 96-well plates 
were coated with in-house purified BCMA-Fc or TACI-Fc and incubated at 4 °C overnight in carbonate 
buffer. After blocking (PBS/BSA 5%) conditioned medium containing FLAG-hAPRIL was pre-
incubated (or incubated separately) with dilutions of antibody and then added to receptor-Fc-coated 
plates. Bound FLAG-hAPRIL was detected with 1mg/ml of anti-FLAG-M2-HRP and visualized 
using 2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS) (Sigma-Aldrich) substrate. 
To determine antibody binding to the APRIL mutants forms, 2μg/ml of hA.01A and hA.03A were 
coated in an ELISA plate O/N in carbonate buffer. After blocking (PBS/BSA 5%) conditioned medium 
containing FLAG-hAPRIL mutants were added in doubling dilution. FLAG-proteins were detected 
with anti-FLAG-M2-HRP and visualised using ABTS substrate.

4.4 Jurkat-Fas killing assay
For the killing assay, 5x104 Jurkat cells were seeded per well in a 96 well plate and incubated with 
conditioned medium containing APRIL in the absence or presence of antibody dilutions (from 
60 μg/ml) for a period of 16h. Cells were subsequently harvested, spun down and re-suspended in 
250μl of Nicoletti Buffer containing 50 μg/ml of Propidium Iodide (PI) and incubated for at least 
24h at 4°C. Analysis of apoptosis was assessed by flow cytometric measurement of PI stained nuclei 
using a FACScalibur system (Becton Dickinson). 

4.5 Generation of TACI-Fc forms
Human TACI-Fc and Short TACI-Fc were cloned previously by Michael Hahne. BCMA-Fc was 
generated in-house and CRD2-only TACI (containing aa 67-118) was a kind gift from Pascal Schneider. 
All constructs were generated in a pCR3 plasmid containing a HA-Signal peptide with human IgG1-Fc. 
All proteins were expressed and purified in-house, using calcium phosphate transfection of 293T 
cells and purification from OptiMEM using a protein-A sepharose column, following manufacturer’s 
guidelines (Sigma Aldrich). Proteins were dialysed into PBS and concentrated to around 1 mg/ml 
using an ultracentrifugal filter device with a 10kDa cut-off (Amicon). The purity of the proteins was 
then validated by SDS-PAGE western blot.   
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Supplementary Figure 1. Blocking ELISA on murine receptors. ELISA to asses hA.01A and hA.03A APRIL 
blocking abilities on murine TACI-Fc and BCMA-Fc receptors.

Suppl. Fig. 1. Blocking ELISA on murine receptors
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Suppl. Figure 2.  human APRIL Epitope mapping
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Supplementary Figure 2. Human APRIL Epitope Mapping. Best binders among 4245 screened linear and 
conformational APRIL peptides for TACI-Fc (A), Aprily-5 (B), hA.01A and hA.03A (C). Every human 
APRIL relevant epitope is aligned to the corresponding murine sequence to allow tridimensional modeling. 
An important residue for HSPG binding (Arg-189) is underlined in the aligned sequence in C.
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Suppl. Figure 2.  human APRIL Epitope mapping

C. Best binders for hA.01A (green and blue) and 
hA.03A (red).

Supplementary Figure 2. Continued.
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Supplementary Figure 3. hA.01A and hA.03A detect conformational dependent peptides A) Western blots 
showing the ability of hA.01A, hA.03A, Aprily-5 and anti-FLAG to detect recombinant FLAG-human 
APRIL. B) Aprily-5 detection of immuno-precipitated APRIL via hA.01A, hA.03A or msIgG1 in the serum 
of wt (WT) or APRIL TG mice (TG).

Supplementary Figure 4. hA.03A does not interfere with APRIL-HSPG interaction. FACS profile showing 
recombinant human APRIL-HSPGT (filled gray histogram) or APRIL-WT complexed to hA.01A (black line 
histogram) or hA.03A dashed (histogram) binding to 293T cells. 
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